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Club
Notice Board
As we go to press, the Chapter is on
the verge of witnessing some
momentous changes as well as
participating in a set of superb
summer events! News has recently
broken that Pendragon is to close
the Dorking dealership on 30 June.
We wish them well as they turn
their attention to their other three
dealerships. Pendragon has been
very supportive of the Chapter
through some difficult times and we
thank them for it. Meanwhile H-D
UK is considering rival proposals for
the Surrey franchise. H-D has told
us that it expects the picture to be
clear by the next issue of this
Newsletter. In the interim, the
strong relationship we have with
H-D and HOG UK has allowed
them to assure us of their continued
high level of support for the
Chapter, now in its 15th year!
Our newly-updated ride-out
programme is packed with events
for all tastes. The Corsica invasion
is nearly upon us, and our
participation in the SOFER 06 Rally
at Bisley is well advanced: the
bands are booked; the Poker Run is
designed; the LOH Sunset Cruise is
planned; and we are now calling for
Chapter volunteers for the Rally
Crew! Check out the website for the
full range of rides from breakfast
blats to continental cruises.
Our 15th anniversary year promises
to be one of our most interesting
yet. We will be celebrating it
properly later in the year and we are
very glad that you are part of it!
Ride safe

Dik Gregory, Assistant Director
Call our NEW Hotline for
latest Event Updates:
0845 094 1171 @ local rate
We have the event programme sorted,
so let’s ride and have fun!
Front cover picture:
Mayor of Croydon re-launches ‘the loft’
Magazine: Remember this is YOUR Magazine. Have you
made a contribution? - Do you have an interesting story
with pictures of a Chapter event that you have attended?
Send (Word file & .jpg pics) to graham.woods@surreyhog.info
We would be pleased to try and include them!
WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our website is your first
port of call for the latest on what's happening. It has a lot of
information of interest to Chapter members, and is maintained on a
day by day basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including pictures.
Is there anything else you would like to see on the website?
then contact dik.gregory@surreyhog.info
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Safety Tips for Summer Riding
As we now approach summer we need to turn our thoughts to riding
possibly longer hours and also further distances. One thing to remember
is fatigue; know your own limits. Especially on motorways, when
travelling at speeds of 70 mph you are covering a staggering 100 ft per
second! So take short breaks often this will relief the boredom of
motorway riding thus refreshing you.
Tyres also need to be in tip top condition as these will be taking more
punishment than usual. Check tyre pressures, sidewalls and tread.
Luggage which has been precariously placed or lashed down just won’t
do. Make sure that all bags etc are securely fastened down with bungee
ties and even fit a cargo net over the top for added security.
Clothing also needs to be addressed especially when it’s hot.
The tendency is to wear less, but be aware your skin won’t protect you
should you fall off or crash. So wear a good fitting helmet, always wear
gloves, leather jacket, leather trousers and good boots, you may feel
uncomfortable when stationary but it’s better than the other option
(gravel rash, broken bones, loss of skin).
The one other item to consider is eye wear ie sunglasses or tinted visor
the choice is yours, also carry with you clear visor or night glasses
should the light fade or maybe you fancy riding at night.
Enjoy your summer riding, and don’t forget your P. O. W. E. R. check

Terry Bing Safety Officer/Assistant Director.

Bisley South of England Rally
The most important thing about it is that, as a member of one of the
organising Chapters, it is YOUR rally. So be sure to support the South Of
England Rally 2006. This year it will be on 4-5-6 August and, of course, it
will be at Bisley Camp, Surrey. Pre-registered tickets are at the discounted
price of £27.50 each for the whole weekend. Provided we have not sold out,
weekend tickets will be available on the gate at £32.50 each. Every ticket
includes a free camping space and accompanied juveniles under the age of
16 get in free. You can purchase tickets on-line by credit card at
www.sofer.uk.com, where you can also find full details of other ways to buy
tickets, or ask your Chapter Director (you should be able to buy tickets at
your Chapter night and at your Dealership). You can print a booking form
from the web site for postal applications, and there will also be a flyer and
booking form for the 2006 rally in the April 2006 issue of H.O.G. News UK,
which goes out to some 14,500 H.O.G. members.
Purchasers of pre-registered tickets are guaranteed a rally patch and pin, so
to avoid disappointment, book early, we cannot guarantee availability
generally. Day-ticket prices will be announced nearer the time – again,
availability will be subject to space. We can’t guarantee patches and pins for
gate ticket purchasers, once they are all gone, they are all gone.
Surrey Chapter have taken on that most onerous (and impossible) of tasks,
finding evening bands that everyone likes, plus gate security. As the rally is
on their patch, Surrey will also organise a Poker Run and some self-guided
rides.
There will be some great bands to listen to – day and night – lots of traders,
Harley-Davidson dealerships, active support from H.O.G. UK, a firework
display, good food outlets (including provision for veggies), good beer (yes,
wines, spirits, alcopops and soft drinks too) terrific raffle prizes, rideouts,
Ride-In Bike show, Harley-Davidson Demo Unit, Chapter Challenge Games plus of course the great ambience and spirit of Bisley itself.
For more information about Sofer 2006, visit www.sofer.uk.com now.

See you at Bisley in August!
David Lewis,

Manager, South Of England Rally 2006

Howard’s
HOT RODS

Easter Monday blessed us with a
sunny day for the first Harley &
Hot Rod get together.
A group of 20 bikes set off from
the dealership towards Bracknel
for a breakfast meeting with the
Hot Rods at Frankie & Benny’s
diner, the Harleys & Hot Rods
looked spectacular in the car park
and created a lot of public interest.
Hot Rods were born in the back
roads of American towns after
WW2 and have come a long way
since those early days.
Mainly pioneered by ex-service
men wanting to continue their
enthusiasm for the V8 engine,
vehicles of the 30’s and 40’s,
mainly Ford Roadsters could be
heard racing each other at night
followed by the sirens of the local
authorities trying to shut them
down! Over the decades the
styles have changed like Harleys,
with the 1928-32 Ford - similar to
the soft tail, being a popular
choice for a base vehicle.
The blue Hi-Boy‚ pictured here, is
traditionally built with white
walled tyres and white interior,
lake pipe exhaust and quick
change rear axle, reminiscent of
the 60’s. The orange Rod (top
right) is built with 18” and 20”
wheels, a sleek interior and single
coloured flamed graphics - the
trend of today. Both have 5.7lt V8
engines automatic transmissions,
disc brakes, etc, dressed to
suit their style. The blue Ford
Popular (right) is a regular on the
drag strips of America but is more
common to street use in the UK.
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CHROME Meets CHROME

Howard’s

HOT RODS
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Mainly Ford and Chevrolet
vehicles up to the 1950’s have
been used as the basis to build
Hot Rods, an outside example is
the Nash Sedan‚ pictured here,
built in pro-street style with a
supercharged engine.
After a coffee and a chat several
of the Hot Rods accompanied us
back to the dealership where we
picked up more Harleys and
headed South to a Nitrous Oxide
BBQ prepared by ‘André leflambé Angleterre’ at Geoff
Cousin’s workshop on the farm at
Beare Green. A fitting location for
a wonderful afternoon - with both
groups looking forward to the
next joint event.

Howard & Sharon Bolton
(Event Organisers)
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Up & down the

Quantocks

“He went like one that hath been stunned,

And is of sense forlorn:
A sadder and a wiser man
He rose the morrow morn.”

And so, rather poignantly, ends the
‘Rime of the Ancient Mariner’. Of
which more in a minute. For,
stunned we may be, but sad we
won’t be as we head into the hills
for our July weekend ride ‘Up and
Down the Quantocks’.
Yes, this is set to be another
delightful summer ramble around
England’s first named Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, the
Quantock Hills in Somerset.
The ride will set off from Guildford
on Saturday 22 July on a scenic
route out westwards through
Hampshire where there will be a
coffee stop before lunch in deepest
Dorset. After further scenic riding
via the ancient town of Glastonbury,
we will be stopping for a while at
Riders, the large Bridgwater
dealership for a spot of Harley
shopping. Then we skirt up the
eastern edge of the Quantocks to
find our Harley-friendly hotel, The
Alfoxton Park.
In former times, this hotel was
home to William Wordsworth and
his sister Dorothy. Their great
friend and fellow poet Samuel
Taylor Coleridge lived in a village
nearby. Inspired on his walks with
Wordsworth, it was here that
Coleridge composed his famous
‘Rime’, the first reading of which he
gave in the room that is now the
hotel bar. All 142 verses of it.
Alfoxton Park is a time-warp hotel –
every room is very different -
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offering good food and wine in a
peaceful, relaxed and friendly
atmosphere. The vegetables and
fruit used in the cooking come from
their own kitchen garden. They also
bake their own bread and make
their own soups, pates, puddings,
jam and marmalade.
After breakfast on Sunday we set off
to explore the rest of the Quantocks,
riding right around them to the
north and west and then up into the
centre where we will stop for coffee.
Then we continue our exploration
through the hamlets and villages as
we slowly make our way down from
the southern slopes and out across
the Somerset flats.
We will stop for a country lunch in

the heart of Wessex and we will be
back in Guildford by around 6pm.
The roads we will be using make
great riding. We will not be using
motorways at any point and the
longest we will be riding at any time
will be about an hour.
Cost is about £60 per person
for dinner on the Sat night, bed and
breakfast.
All on a first come first served
basis. All 16 rooms were taken at
the time of going to press, but if you
would like to go on the reserve list
email us at:
quantocks@surreyhog.info
Dik Gregory

Invasion of

Wimereaux
A 06:45 meet
with ‘mes amis’
at Clackett’s
Lane services on
a brilliant sunny
morning had 27
bikes gather for
a casual ride
down to
Folkestone and
the Eurotunnel whereby using the
‘fast track’ lane we all slipped past
the accumulating line of miffed
motorists. Having never taken a
motorcycle onto the train this was a
new experience for me. They
position your bike diagonally across
the carriage, about three bikes to a
car’s length. You have to stand, of
course, but the 35-minute journey
goes by so quickly.
On arrival in Calais we all met up at
the first service station outside of
the tunnel exit.
The ‘Total’ garage here is the
perfect meeting place, where hot
small and large croissants are
served up with piping hot
cappuccinos. This was our breakfast
stop and where three additional
bikes and their passengers joined
after coming out on an earlier train.
Tally Ho! Breakfast over and away
we go along the D940 coastal road
through the infamous town of
Sangatte, through Wissant,

Wimereaux and on to Boulogne
where we park up close by to the
square and church. There are an
abundance of restaurants here in
which to have a tasty well deserved
lunch break.
On parking up our Hogs though, we
are approached by ‘Philippe’ a local
owner of a customised softail and
member of ‘Wind & Fire M/C Club’.
He enquires about our intentions
and then offers to lead any of our
group to a local ‘bikers’ eatery.
Some follow while others aim for
different surroundings.
After a gorgeous lunch and short
look around we look for fuel for our
trusty bikes. Philippe offers his
‘direction’ services and those of
other local Harley owners that he
has since mustered.
What a show, to witness the French
contingent blocking local traffic left,
right and centre, enabling us a
speedy fill up and unhindered exit
straight out of Boulogne heading

northward to Wimereaux for ‘tea &
chips’. And the sun is still shining
on us! Twenty minutes later, and
still with the French legion in tow,
we all arrive safely in Wimereaux.
A stroll along the prom with photo
opportunities en route to settle
down to tea & chips, al fresco. Here
we watch the numerous kite surfers
and sail buggies make it all look so
easy. Well, we made ‘chilling out’
look even easier!
A final refreshing drink from a
nearby bar sets us ready for the last
miles, sorry, kilometres back to the
Eurotunnel station, stopping en
route for a group photo call at Cap
Blanc Nez. Thirty-four happy people
and thirty glorious bikes!
A big thank you goes out to all the
Road Marshals and, of course,
Philippe and the ‘Boys from
Boulogne’!
Same again Monsieur?

Roger Bonnici
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Party On
Quo
PARTY TIME SURREY HOG STYLE
Could we do it? Is it possible to get
a Top Tribute Band, a venue, our
favourite DJ and feed people and
make it a success? Yes and what a
night Status Clone drove up from
Plymouth just to play for us, who
can blame them? We had the large
room at the Gatwick Manor and as
people piled in there was our own
“Rocking Rob” giving it large on the
disco, then it was a feeding frenzy
before the main act. Status Clone do
not disappoint, as the smoke drifted
across the floor and the stage lights
dipped and glowed there was the
unmistakable Quo Guitarist pose lit
up centre stage. To the opening bars
of “Caroline” the assembled
Hoggies started to bop along with
the band, singing, dancing and
playing their air guitars, were they
in tune? Who cares? The set went
on forever and so did the audience,

this was no sit down affair and the
energy was coming from sheer buzz
of a great band playing well and
everyone getting in the party mood
including certain band members
who left their mates on stage and
joined in with the crowd.
Our riding season was starting
with a bang and 3 very
loud chords and no one
wanted them to stop
but they did.

Poor old “Rocking Rob”
had to follow the band and
he rose to the occasion as
he always does and as the
band went back to Cornwall,
Surrey HOG still had their
dancing shoes on, oh boy no hot
chocolate and an early night here.
Clare Woods went the extra mile
and supplied the raffle prizes so a
big thank you from everyone at
Surrey HOG the prizes were special.
How do we follow it? Have not got a
clue but we will. Wonder if Keith
Richards head will be better in time
for the Christmas bash?

Andy England
8
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Chocolate
Soldier run
Chocolate Soldier Run Weekend to Bruges – By
the European Virgins
Sally and Natalie
Saturday 29 Apr 06
The day started as planned to
achieve the 0730hrs meet at
Clackett Lanes Services on the M25.
Bikes were prepared, teddy mascots
secured on. Unfortunately, the day
didn’t continue in this vein.
Our adventure started on the A3,
about 20 minutes after we left home
with myself watching our tickets to
the tunnel flying out of Natalie’s
tank map case. This meant a
dramatic and brave run along the
edge of the A3 frenetically hunting
for any scraps of paper remaining.
All we managed to salvage was the
booking reference on one piece of
tattered paper. On arrival at
Clackett Lane Services we found we
weren’t the only ones to have had
problems on route. One individual
even managed to under estimate
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their fuel tank capacity so enjoyed
the pleasure of pushing their
Harley!!!
The onward leg to the Tunnel went
without problem although it did
provide us with the information that
a 2 hour delay was in operation. We
all managed with some assistance to
negotiate the automatic booking in
system. Unfortunately, the delay
developed from 2 hours to 4 hours
and slowly in front of our eyes the
planned day was falling apart.
Everyone managed this in good
spirits and some handled it in their
own individual way!!!!
Arrival in Calais saw us quickly
disembarking and taking the short
journey on the wrong side of the
road to the garage. Everyone filled
up on fuel, drinks and snacks prior
saddling up again to travel through
the lovely, empty roads of Belgium.
We stopped at Ypres for a very late
lunch, early dinner prior carrying on
the journey to the Motorcycle Loft
Hotel. Disappointment was felt by
the hardened chocolate lovers who

missed out on the opportunity to
visit the chocolate factory here at
Ypres, so Cadburys World here we
come.
Onwards and upwards to the Loft
Hotel after a lovely ride through the
countryside. Once here the bikes
were sorted first and parked up
inside, then straight to the bar for a
well earned free beer (one of many
to come!). This lead into the
evening where a disco had been
arranged and personal performances
on the dance floor, along with that
of pole dancing commenced, to the
entertainment of everyone present.

Waitress to Keith: “Wipers it’s not Wipers it’s Epres”

Hotel that saw some remaining here
to relax, while the others went out
on an evening ride out. This ride
out inadvertently ended up as two,
after some separated riders missed
a particularly challenging marker
position– but everyone managed to
return and had an enjoyable evening.

Sunday 30 Apr 06
This was everyone rising at varying
times, dependant on the night
before and maybe the drink
consumed!! Unfortunately, the start
of this day brought rain with it and
a short delay to the days scheduled
events. Everyone left for the short
ride into Bruges and on route the
skies cleared and the sun shone
through. Four hours were spent
here, where we were all let loose to
explore, buy chocolate, eat, drink
and be merry. The experience off
leaving the square surrounded by
the huge crowd that gathered
around us, was enjoyable and a
pleasure. We returned to the Loft

Once again everyone retired to the
bar for an evening meal and a drink.
It has to be said that the bar’s
choice of music appeared to be an
improvement on what the disco was
able to provide. The end of a very
successful day.
Monday 1 May 06
The day to book out and return to
the UK has arrived. Once again we
woke to rain and this time with no
hope of it clearing. Once everyone
had cleared bills, prepared for wet
weather riding, with some very
interesting and entertaining looking
kit (Carl, you looked great!!!!!), we
headed out. Plans were reviewed on
route and some left the main group
to travel direct to the Tunnel, due to
the rain. The others braved it out

and travelled along the coast route,
taking in the Blackpool Beach View
sights prior to stopping for a hot
chocolate after parking on the ‘ice
rink’ walk way.
The decision was then taken to
jump onto the motorway and head
straight for the tunnel so as to get
on the next available train back to
the UK. For me this was the most
extreme weather conditions I have
ever travelled in on my bike. On
arrival the group separated as
individuals were able to get on
different trains and this successful
weekend drew to a close.
Thank you to everyone who made us
feel welcome and part of the group.
Everyone was friendly, approachable
and helpful throughout the
weekend to us. Arrival in the UK
saw the sun shining, an unusual
event on a Bank Holiday weekend
and safe homeward journey for
everyone.

Sally and Natalie
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Bisley to Laos
From Bisley to Laos
From Vera Sommer
How far can a Frisbee fly?
Well - Surrey Frisbees fly further
than most! The Bisley Rally last
year was the year of the 2000
Frisbees, and when we visited the
Land of the Million Elephants last
year, we discovered that one must
have gone astray!
It was everywhere - children were
playing with it in remote villages
in the North, it turned up on the
banks of the Mekong, rickshaw
drivers had it on their bikes,
Buddhist monks worshipped it,
market stalls tried to sell it,
dogs wanted to bury it and
elephants tried to remember
where Bisley was.
Surrey Harley Davidson may be no
more - but the Frisbee will live
forever!

Most events now meeting at Rykas - for all the latest updated information including meeting at/time go to:

www.surreyhog.info

www.grahamwoodsdesign.co.uk

If you go to Laos, see if you can
find it.

